WorkLite
WorkLite is a new product line from Interspace
Industries. We were asked to come up with a new
idea for a light on a desk that gives control, has good
quality white light and switchable blue or red light for
back stage.
WorkLite is a light for the AV, Rentals and Staging
Industry, where all disciplines need directional and
controllable light. It is designed to keep working every
time it is hauled out of the unit box, drop kicked or sat
on. In short a reliable desk light.
The clarity of this product is impressive – we have
used near daylight White LEDs for a colour that’s easy
on the eye, blue or red for backstage lighting so as not
to be obtrusive to the audience and the ability to mix
either of these with the white. The stand allows tilt
and various mounting positions as well as free
standing.
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Desk lighting as it should be - controllable
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Reliable and solid
Variable dimmer controls
Easy to angle and position
Low power sub 4W consumption
Approx 300 LUX
Daylight colour approx 6-7000 (K)
Blue or red can be used independently of white or
either one mixed with white.

3 Year Limited Factory Warranty

Specifications
Power
12V DC 350mA Max
Supplied with a 12V power adaptor
Connections
2.1mm DC ferrule
Dimensions mm (inch)
DxWxH
120 (4.3/4”)x 95 (3.3/4”)
x 230(9”) closed & 300(12”) open
Weight
1Kg(2.2lbs)
Recommended Clamp
Doughty T5812201
With 10mm (3/8) bolt
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